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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
For my capstone project, I have designed a professional development series for K-5
educators around the benefits of using mathematical manipulatives to help foster elementary
students’ understanding and engagement. The goal of this project is to further educators'
understanding of the positive influences manipulatives have on students' math success through
practice, discussion and active learning. It is split into four sessions. The first two sessions will
be an hour and a half to two hours long, and the last two sessions will be an hour and a half. The
first session will lay the groundwork for the series. It will provide educators with an overview of
the goals for the sessions and data that has been researched and collected. The following session
will be allocated for review, planning, and practice. Teachers will create lesson plans that use the
ideas and strategies shared during the first session. It will also allow them to practice with their
colleagues and connect with their coaches. Over the next month, teachers and their coaches will
set up a time for the coaches to observe the lesson in action. Coaches will record the lesson and
take notes to bring to the following meeting.
During the third session, coaches will provide feedback about the lessons, successes and
difficulties would be discussed with the group, and time will be spent for revisions of the lessons.
Teachers can also start creating a second lesson. There will be one more observation set up by
the teachers and coaches, followed by the fourth and final session. This will most likely take
place the following month. During this time, feedback will be given to teachers and there will be
more time for discussion on the process. Finally, take-aways and next steps will be shared with
the possibility of meeting again. By the end of the series, teachers will have co-created and
taught lesson plans that utilize manipulatives to support student learning, and will have the tools

























The Benefits of Math Manipulatives on Elementary Students’ Understanding and Mindset
Professional Development Outline
October:
● What’s your Math Story?
● Theories of Understanding
● Attitudes and Math Learning





● Review of Previous Session
● Example Lesson
● Create your Own Lesson
● Takeaways
*Coach will observe you between lessons.
December:
● Meet with your Coach/Share Out
● Lesson Revamp
● Takeaways
*Coach will observe you between lessons.
February:
● Meet with your Coach/Share Out




1. Think about a math topic your class will be learning this month.
2. Look at the standard/objective.
3. How can you incorporate manipulatives effectively?
4. Use those around you or your teach teams for support.












1. What went well?
2. What could you improve for next time?
3. What are one or two things you’d like your coach to look for next time?
4. Other notes or observations.
Final Reflection
1. How has this professional development series impacted you and your students?
2. What did you find most helpful?
3. How could this professional development series be improved?
4. What are your final takeaways?
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